
Black Attack Bulldoze their Way to 3 
points against the Bulldogs & Hawks

  SCORE BOARD

WATERLOO BLACK   5
LONDON HAWKS   0

WATERLOO BLACK   1
BURLINGTON BULLDOGS  1
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The Black Attack rebounded from their Gold games with 
a total team effort against the West London Hawks on 
Saturday.  The first period went scoreless with neither 
team mounting much offense.  The second period was 
a different story.  The Wolves got on the board when 
Lukas Marschuetz fired a one- timer rocket from the 
high slot that was too hot for the London goalie to 
handle and Aiden Brady was there to bang home the 
loose puck at the top of the crease.  Assists went to Will 
Maxwell and Matt Buck.   The Wolves went ahead by 2 
when Dawson Fielding found the mesh on a scramble 
in the slot.  Assists went to Marschuetz and Connor 
Olsen for the great pass to Fielding in front of the net.  
Fielding notched his second of the game when Aaron 
Jeffrey made a tape to tape cross ice pass to Colton 
Tucker, who centered the puck to Fielding.  
Fielding found the five hole and put the 
Wolves ahead by 3 going into the third 
period. 
The Wolves 4th goal was scored by Brady 
off a Stephen Cresswell point shot 
rebound after Maxwell won the draw 
back to the point.  The Wolves final goal 
was a great crash-the-net Black Attack 
goal by Cameron Young.  Assists went to 
Owen Fenton and Maxwell.  The third period 
saw the D come up big on the PK.  With the Wolves 
down 2 men for almost a full 2 minutes and London’s 
goalie pulled for a 6 on 3 advantage, the Wolves hung 
on with some great aggressive D and saves from 
Matthew Fazzari to preserve the 5-0 lead.    The game 
ended with Fazzari making the save on a West London 
penalty shot to preserve the shutout and the Wolves 5-0 
win.  Game pucks went to Matt Buck, Will Maxwell and 
Aiden Brady and the Battle Bucket to Matthew Fazzari.
On Sunday the Black Attacked hosted the Burlington 
Bulldogs for their final game before the AA/A split.  It 
was a battle of the goalies as both Spencer Bartels and 
the Burlington goalie stopped everything thrown their 
way in the first period.  The Wolves forwards managed to 
solve the Burlington goalie midway through the second 
period when Owen Fenton fed a pass to Connor Olsen, 

who ripped a shot from the top of the face-off circle and 
Aiden Brady crashed the net to bang home the rebound.  
It was a defensive gem for most of the remainder of the 
game, with the Wolves forwards back checking and the 
D playing extremely well, limiting high quality scoring 
chances.  When shots got through, Bartels was there to 

turn the Bulldogs away.  The Wolves remained 
up by one heading into the last minute of 
play.  They got an unlucky bounce and tip 

and the puck ended up in the back of the 
net with 39 seconds to play for a 1-1 draw.  
Game puck went to Spencer Bartels and the 
Battle Bucket to Stephen Cresswell.

Player Profile:  Aaron Jeffrey

Aaron Jeffrey is the smooth skating, hard-working 
defenseman who wears #9 for the Black Attack.  Aaron 
fearlessly protects the Black Attack net and goalies and 
uses his speed and body checks to effectively patrol the 
Black Attack blue line and intimidate the opposition.   
Aaron is a huge Philly fan and plays with toughness, grit 
and determination, just like his favourite player Mike 
Richards who was unfortunately traded from the Flyers 
before he could bring a cup to broad street.  
Although Aaron is known as “Fries” to his teammates, he 
prefers mashed potatoes, gravy and turkey any day to 
French Fries for his favourite meal.  He likes to finish his 
meal off with a huge piece of Carrot cake.  When Fries 
isn’t playing hockey, he excels at baseball and collecting 
beer caps (where would he get those from : )?  He loves 
playing NHL 12 on the xbox while listening to some 
Beatles tunes.  Aaron never finishes last at anything – 
except the handshake line!  Great D this weekend Aaron 
– keep on playing those forwards hard in front of our 
net!  
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